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REMSEN BRINCKERHOFF OGILBY

d

N HIS twenty-three years as President of Trinity College, ended
by death on August 7th, 1943, Remsen Brinckerhoff Ogilby left
a mark on the memory of Trinity as enduring as the changes
he wrought on its face, more lasting than the lives of those whose
fortune it was to know him.

The squeaky shoes in chapel or perhaps a presidential joke, the
vigorous playing of the carillons, the beaver coat at football games,
the late-burning light in the corner office, and the ever-present
pipe- these and many more are the minutiae that mention of
"Prexy" calls to mind, the little things that endeared him to
Trinity.
He has grown into Trinity's greatest tradition, already as firmly
established as the chapel which he built and loved. And like the
chapel, the tradition is not complete; it has yet to grow and wax
more powerful. Dr. Ogilby will not see the renaissance of Trinity
after the war years, but he will not be forgotten.

Three years have passed on the hill since the class
of 1944 presented the last IVY. Perhaps in those
intervening years the IVY was needed even more than
in normal times, as the ever-shifting scenes of that
period left no real record; but the several exigencies
and the very speed of the war program left no room
for the IVY, nor were many of the delighting and
powerful functions of Trinity College life continued.
Now, after a long interim, old Trin is beginning
to recapture and revive. The IVY appears at a time
when temporarily-changed Trinity has just taken
her first solid steps toward being herself again. Let
the man of Trinity look on all sides of him, and
think, and ask himself:

What happened in the war years?
How about this year?
Where do we go from here?

What are the drifting years to her
Whom nought can hasten or defer?
She smiles at time. Her pilgrimage
Proceeds from changing age to age

WHAT HAPPENED IN THE WAR YEARS~

Dean Hughes teamed up with Lieutenant
Atherton, the V-12's commanding officer,
to maintain a unified institution. Innumerable difficulties were met with, such as the
problem of feeding four hundred in a dining hall built for one hundred of less vociferous appetites, and the simultaneous existence
of two systems for telling time. Most of
these little troubles were cleared up as time
went on.
The many uniforms seemed strange to us
at first, but after a few months of being
pushed off the walk by striding ranks of
gobs, and of being awakened, come sunrise,
by the hollow-booming "Hip, two, three,
four" beneath our windows as the eager platoons marched to "chow", we managed to
accept fate quite comfortably.

Anchors Aweigh

Most of our classes contained a lot of
V-12's. The Physics 1 lecture was a sea of
blue with a couple of sport coats over in a
corner. Of course, the sailors had some
classes, such as Naval Organization, for
themselves alone.

By the right flank . . .
In June, 1943, eighty freshmen and a few
die-hard upperclassmen arrived to begin the
first term of the accelerated program. They
saw, with a rather weird sensation, that the
Navy had moved in, four hundred strong.
And so began a new era on the hill-the war
years.
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There's a civilian in there somewhere

That summer of 1943 was pretty dull as
far as college life was concerned. The V-12's,
as a group, were unfamiliar with colleges in
general and Trinity in particular, and few of
them had time for extra-curricular activities.
We freshmen, as freshmen always have done
and always will do, were wandering around
with our mouths open for months. The absence of upperclassmen and fraternities
served to lengthen this phase.

Summer, '43, was a real turnmg-point.
The Navy occupied practically all of the
rooms on campus, and the college was using
as dormitories those fraternity houses whose
chapters had mutually agreed to remain inactive for the duration of the emergency.

With no warning at all, the college was
bereaved by the death of President Ogilby,
in the latter part of the summer. His death
was a great shock to all of us in the college,
and it almost disrupted things completely.
Dean Hughes and the rest of the faculty
stepped in immediately to close the gap.
Prexy Ogilby would have wanted them to
carry on the curriculum as usual, and carried on it was.
We suffered another loss which we could
ill afford later on that summer-Dr. Wadlund, liked and respected Jarvis Professor of
Physics. Dr. Perkins returned to the college
to take his place.

Dr. Ogilby discourses

Dr. Wadlund and the Physics 6 boys

Is there a doctor in the house?

Changes were made in all departments.
In the gym, wrestling and judo were the
orders of the day. The Navy had P. T. five
days a week and we had it three, but when
we went we did what they did; under the
tutelage of Mr. James we duly emerged as
artists in mayhem, Navy style.
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In a surprisingly short time, the first term
of the accelerated program was almost over.
Exams were in the very near offing; both
groups, Trinity men and V-12's, were new
to the heart-rending things, and no one
knew what to expect. Finally, however,
exam week was behind us, and after a long
and leisurely vacation of an hour and a
quarter, we plunged into the maelstrom once
a gam.

"The Big Blue Whirlwind", 43-44

High point in "Midsummer

The sailors put on a play of sorts, entitled
"Midsummer Nightmare". Among the features were a completely disconnected plot
and gibberish instead of dialogue. Two
things saved the show--one was the very
dream-like appearance of the King Sisters,
in the flesh, on our little stage-they had
been performing for the multitudes downtown at the State, and some genius on campus had gone and persuaded them to come
up and give Trinity a glimpse of the outside
world.
The other illustrious phenomenon of the
show was the entrance of a salty tar who,
upon turning 'round, was revealed to be
Professor Perkins. The Professor's riotous
lesson in "Stretching the Paycheck" was
much appreciated, and he showed us how a
clarinet ought to be played, too.

ightmare"

In the fall (and it was about time) we
began to see the ugly (?) heads of one or two
extra-classroom manifestations peering
around piles of used examination books and
pencil stubs. We actually had a basketball
team, that fall and winter-the Navy managed to take sufficient time off from drilling,
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etc., to play twelve games and distinguish
themselves in the process. With Ray Oosting
coaching, we won one and lost one withY ale,
Coast Guard and Williams, beat M. I. T.,
Worcester Tech and Middlebury, and lost
to Rensselaer. But, best of all, we beat Wesleyan twice. Hayes of the V-12 captained
the team.

"Gee, it's good to hold you . . "

Spring came very early in '44. Too early
for the students' good, some narrow-minded
people were heard to say. They probably
were right-but then, the advent of the
balmy days is pretty much the same every
year. The old carefree spirit starts taking
hold-

"The Stratagoon Ray"

The Navy teamed up with the Trinity
men a little earlier that fall to stage that mad
product of Ken Yudowitch's pen, "The
Stratagoon Ray". The "Ray" was an Allied
secret weapon, and the play depicted the
attempts of a Nazi spy ring to steal it. These
acts of espionage necessitated calling in the
President of the United States and many
learned scholars from all over the country,
some of whom bore an amazing resemblance
to members of the Trinity faculty. According to Ralph Monaghan, the show was a
howling success. After both plays, several
individuals appeared on the campus masked,
and remained so for some weeks. We wondered what the connection was, but never
found out.
In the spring of 1944, the track men
shone. We had four meets, with Worcester
Tech, Middlebury, Union and Wesleyan, and
we won all of them by great margins. (Example: Wesleyan 37 Yz points, T rin 8 8 Yz .)
Mr. Oosting coached, and Halsted of the
V -12 captained. Four new Trinity records
were made in the one season: Pete Torrey
put the old shot 42 ft. 5 Yz in., Halsted
buzzed the high hurdles in 15.9 sec., Campbell tore off a mile in 4 min. 3 2 sec., and
Carleton ran the hundred in 1 0. 0 5 sec.
That was some team!

Torrey and Halsted burn the cinders

Campbell and Piligian, 1944

-it's light outdoors after supper until all
hours, and it would be soooo nice to forget
the Physics for just a few minutes and take
a run down to the drugstore or go for a
little ride out to Northampton or some such
nearby place.
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Winter of 1944 saw the production of
another all-Navy show, "Strictly from
Hunger", a take-off on "Hellzapoppin". As
can be seen in the picture, they really went
all-out to be zany. Ladies with weak stomachs or delicate senses of humor were advised
not to attend; but as not many of us fell in
that category we managed to get a big kick
out of the many triple-entendres that were
shot at us.

"Strictly from Hunger"

the Sigma N u house then, and the escapades
of such brothers as Epps, Hollings, and Lattazori were legion.
Sigm a N u, 1944

Some of the original Sword and Keys

Sigma Nu was the only fraternity active
at this time, and in the winter term of 1944
they were really rolling along, doing a lot
of pledging and having many rather violent
parties. There were myriads of men living in
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In the early spring of 1944 the original
Sword and Key Society was established by
six men, three fraternity men and three nonfraternity. Their object in starting the Society was to provide and maintain the spirit •
of a secret brotherhood for suitable men
while only one fraternity was active, and to
give opportunity for a greater social life, as
the college, even after the Navy had been
there a year, had regained almost nothing of
its old atmosphere. Sword and Key held forth
with parties in the Delta Phi and Alpha Chi
Rho houses, and at the end of the term included about twenty-five men.
All during the time that the Navy was
here, we civilians ate in Ogilby Hall, the dining room in the U pperclass Dorm. With
Mrs. Cummings managing, and first John
Rich and then Isaac Fish as chef, this substitute Commons put out a steady flow of food
and a fluctuating amount of service for
three years.

Who's that with Torrey?

Later on in the spring of 1944 the Navy
began to get quite formal and shipshape and
held all sorts of ceremonial functions-War
Bond drives, gubernatorial reviews, etc.,
most of which were rather impressive. Especially noteworthy in the minds of the V-12's
were those events which were attended by
Waves. During one Bond rally huge numbers of them came up and tore around all
over the campus in jeeps. Big displays were
set up on the lawn over by the chapel, the
Navy band played, and a very martial time
was had by all. We wondered whether the
100 ro contribution of the Unit to the drive
was caused in any way by the presence of the
female sailors at the subscription desks, but
were assured that this was in no way the case.
Somewhere the sailors picked up a mascot,
a little white dog of dubious ancestry, which
they named "4-0" and promptly taught to
bark and snap at all civilians. Revenge was
obtained when "4-0" picked a fight with
Professor Towle's Scotty and was roundly
thrashed. Plans were afoot among the Trinity men for dyeing "4-0" green with pink
stripes, but this dastardly deed was never
accomplished.

Governor Baldwin reviews the V-12 unit

There was much excitement when Governor Baldwin came up and reviewed the
V -12 unit and spoke to the Political Science
Club. Stan Kligfeld took charge personally
and showed the Governor a very fine time.
The Navy used to drill a great many times
a week down on the athletic field and on
most of the rest of the campus, and as spring
and summer progressed they were able to
put on a darned fine showing, if we do say so.
Their efforts were so earnest as far as marching was concerned that a large part of the
campus had to be reseeded. What the heck,
they meant well.

The sailors' mascot, " 4-0"
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The steamroller, '44-'45

In the winter of 1945 we had another
good basketball team. "Red" Faber captained, and he was one of the most skillful
and best-known players in New England,
averaging 15 to 17 points a game. With Mr.
Oosting coaching, as usual, we won one and
lost one with Wesleyan and the Coast Guard
Academy, lost to Yale twice, and lost to the
New London Submarine Base, Rensselaer,
and C. C . of N.Y. once apiece; beat M. I. T.
twice, and beat Williams, Middlebury, Union
and Holy Cross once each. All of the games
were very close, the final scores usually being
not more than five or six points apart. The
Holy Cross game was the best game of the
season-as the end of the game approached
they were two points ahead, but just before

The Navy unit is reviewed downtown by
Admiral Hart
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Admiral Jacobs' graduation review

the gun Trin tied it up with two foul shots,
and went into overtime to score one point
and win with 55 points to Holy Cross' 54.
Late in the spring of 194 5, two Admirals
came to the college .at different times to review the V -12 unit. Admiral Hart held his
review from the Old State House downtown
in Hartford, and the sailors held their parade
along Main Street, much to the awe of the
populace; later, in June, Admiral Jacobs
arrived to hold a graduation review and to
be presented with an honorary degree. Both
affairs were carried off with much pomp and
circumstance.
From term to term during the accelerated
program the Navy unit was gradually reduced in size. They began in 1943 with
something over four hundred men, and by
the spring of 194 5 had been cut down to
about two hundred. We heard somewhere
that Trinity was supposed to have had one
of the highest percentages of Navy trainees
f ailing to make the grade anywhere. This
may have been due to the fact that we
made no special allowances, but kept right
on with our normal requirements in the
individual courses-who knows?

tober 15th, however, the last men of the unit
left. All fall the college ·was very busy reconverting the dormitory rooms for ordinary
student use, and trying to accommodate the
rush of veterans, both former Trinity men
and those just starting at Trinity, which was
by now inundating the Admissions Office.

The last two bluejackets hit the road

The summer term of 1945 was the last
full term that the V-12 remained at Trinity.
The size of the unit was at its lowest, and a
comparatively large number of civilian freshmen entered, some returning from the armed
services, but most of them just out of high
and prep schools and beginning their college
careers. The summer went by rapidly-the
campus was pervaded by the feeling that
soon, in the fall, great changes would occur.
Then suddenly fall exams were upon us, and
the last term of Trinity's accelerated program
was over.
September, the beginning of the fall term
of 1945, saw the Navy still with us; on OcDean and President-elect discuss reconversion

Look! No sailors!

President-to-be Funston appeared on
campus and turned on full steam in trying
to get us back to normal as quickly as possible. With enrollment starting to climb
back toward pre-war magnitude, little by
little Trinity began to change to the happy
peace-time college that only then, in the
spring of 1946, were we really beginning to
know once more.
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February 22, 1944

Bachelor of Arts in Course
Arthur Hannon Healey
In Absentia
John Francis McLaughlin
Edward Stephen Morrison

Arthur Ludwig Litke
John Stirling Meyer
James Stuart Neill, Jr.
orbert Joseph Proulx
Laurence Hungerford Roberts
Michael Angelo Zaccaria
In Absentia

Bachelor of Science in Course
George Strong Baxter, III
Joseph John Belizzi
Frederick Christian Christiansen
Richard Kenyon Danielson
Earle William Epps
Walter Hartman Fried
Paul Groebli, Jr.
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Stephen Michael Donohue
Frank Francis Fasi
Alvin Raymond Goebel
Joseph Paul Goulet
Clayton Everett Jensen
William Bradley Walker, Jr.

--------------------

February 22, 1945

Bachelor of Arts in Course
Wiliiam Prall Aspell
Solomon Zalman Bromberg
Robert James Hawkins
Alfred Libby
John Richard Edler
Frank Warren Eichhorn
Thomas Peter Higgins
Henry Martin Tenney, Jr.
Bachelor of Science in Course
Joseph Victor Aiello
Raymond Herbert Burros
Arthur Lloyd Chambers, II

Anthony Francis Chiodo
Russell Johns Clair
Roger Garrett Conant
James Howard Crowley
Edward Wright Dexter
Harold David Disco
Robert Edward Finn
Richard Cleveland Hastings
Edward Francis Marra
Donald Charlwood Paine
Donald Horton Shaw
Melvin Clement Smith
William Bailey Starkey
Edward Tuck

•
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June 20, 1945
Bachelor of Arts in Course
·william Moulton Graves
Leo James O'Connor

Bachelor of Science .in Course
Edwin James Akutowicz
Robert Thomas Casey
Albert Archer Grover
Frank Tietze
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Life holds for us

110

brighter hours

Than those beneath her clustered towers,
No holier shrine of m emory ,
No dearer name than Trinity

HOW ABOUT THIS

YEAR~

This year on the hill has been rather tremendously action-packed, and about as full
of surprises as a rattlesnake's nest. It were
probably safer for the IVY not to say any
more than this, as the chance of making a
statement in these times which will be completely true is small indeed. This year old
Trin has seen everything from the installation of a new president to a conflagration in
a sealed and locked room (figure that one
out) . In any case, plet~ty has been going on.

though, we appreciated their efforts to keep
·
us clean.

We were blessed in the fall by the establishment of the awful trio, the Three Laundrymen, whose duty, it seemed, was to pester
everyone at all possible opportunities. Really,
Schwitters, Holljes and Gorman count the profits

"What's that fire engine doing here?"

Comptroller Getzendanner

A fire in Northam one morning sent all
classes with one exception (ach!) tumbling
out to stand around and make constructive
remarks. So much apparatus was sent up
that the firemen got in each other's way, but
with a great deal of chopping and smashing
the blaze was finally put out.

"Here's one in yer eye!"- the old pastime
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The college welcomed with glad cries the
arrival of our new comptroller, Mr. Getzendanner. The old Dining Hall and certain
other Economic Concerns are really being
whipped into shape.

This winter we had snow, snow, and more
snow. Pete was kept busy with his tractor
pushing it out of the way. Around the first

few students could attend, but from all
reports the ceremony was very beautiful and
most impressive. It was broadcast on the
radio, so all of us had a chance to hear the
proceedings. College presidents came from
all over the country to take part.
Early in the fall the old Sword and Key
Society went out of existence and presented
their name to the Interfraternity Council, to
be used as a name for the group of prospec- .
tive fraternity men which the Council set
up. The new Sword and Key operated until
the Nationals were ready once again, after a
three years' wait, to begin their activities.
The national chapters began functioning
with a rush, and kept up top speed all year.

Sidewalk Superintendent

"I think I'll just rest my eyes a minute . . "

Dr. Copeland leads the inaugural procession

of March we began to think that maybe we'd
have a lasting thaw, but no, almost immediately another big snow storm. After that
one, though, it finally did melt and stayed
melted.
Of course the high point of the year was
the inauguration of President Funston. Unfortunately for most of us the chapel was
filled with visiting dignitaries, so that only a

President Funston delivers his inaugural address
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Arts and Science men teaching Math for a
while.
Through the war, our faculty did a marvelous job of filling in where there were
shortages in the Navy's instruction program.
Because so much mathematics had to be
taught, there were not enough instructors in
the department. Consequently, some of the
other men had to help out, and there were
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Professor Perkins had retired before the
war, but he very kindly consented to return
to Trinity for the duration in order to alleviate the situation. At the end of this year,
however, he is leaving us again, and, we are
afraid, this time it will be for good. Trinity
is indeed sorry to lose him and his wealth of
knowledge and his ever-smiling face. Dr.
Swan is still carrying on nobly, and we are
indeed proud of him. Now that Dr. Lundburg is back from the service, Dr. Swan
will have some well-deserved assistance, and
his job will at last be lightened . Dr. Adams
is proceeding as usual with his English Composition classes, and he has had charge of the
chapel services, in addition to teaching, all
through the war since Dr. Ogilby died . We
are going to have a full-time chaplain eventually, but Dr. Adams will continue to be in
charge until he is appointed. Professor
Krieble is still directing the Chemistry Department as well as ever, and now that the
war is over he, as well as the other faculty
members, has an extra load to carry, what
with the influx of new students and the
dearth of instructors. Professor Emerson,
who worked on the atomic bomb during the
war, has returned, and his presence is most
encouragmg.

Professor Humphrey has not changed a
bit. His classes are just as interesting as ever,
with such explanations as why and how
Franklin D. was related to Laval, and the
prophecy that the latter would therefore not
be executed. The Political Science is in operation as usual under Dr. Humphrey's guidance, and those who have attended the meetings realize that the Club at Trinity is a
darned good group.

questions. Professor Dadourian, of course,
also worried most of the newcomers with his
Math 1T classes, but as time went on they
gradually became used to his ways. He did
an excellent job during the war, and his
work is deeply appreciated. The Mathematics
Department has lost Mr. Theilheimer for a
term-he is doing some extra studying at
Princeton-but has gained a new man in
Mr. Hyde, who arrived at the beginning of
the second term, and seems to be getting
along fine. We wish him lots of luck. Professor Troxell's Geology is still enthralling
the students, and there is a course that really
does enthrall. For quite a while one of the
big stories around campus concerned the sale
of a piece of rock with the print of a dinosaur's hoof in it to a western institution for
a fabulous amount, by which we were really
put on the map.

Dr. Shepard has completed his new book,
"Echoing Guns"; all through the year the
entire college was anxiously awaiting its appearance on the book market. Meanwhile,
Professor Shepard was keeping his students
of English 14 in as much fear as ever, with
his queries about the archangels in Milton's
"Paradise Lost" and many other penetrating
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Professor Costello carried the Philosophy
Department.through the war with flying colors, and he again has classes of civilians who
wonder about "ritual" and · "institutions"
and their connection with life at Trinity and
life in general. He hasn't lost his art of telling jokes, and still has the knack of finishing
things up with a bang at the end of the
period. The one about "son of a bishop" was
quite good, and the class went merrily on its
way.

Professor Lockwood has taught Engineering to a great many men in the last few
years; he's been practically alone in that
field, and the volume of work which he has
done has been tremendous. He certainly deserves praise. Envied for his sharp yellow
sedan, Professor Lockwood has always been
a very popular faculty member. The new
Engineering Lab will be a great boon to him.
We're all anxious to see the place. His sense

Dr. Bangs is still carrying on the Bangs
traditions, and his students are having the
same horrible trouble with "dir" and "dich".
The campus heard more about German 6
than any other course during the year. The
German classes were rather large at the beginning of the year, but as time went on they
gradually became rather tiny. We all like
German, but what a time we have learning
the language. Maybe someday it will click.

of humor is always in evidence, even in lectures (or should that be especially ?).
Dean Hood, as usual, had his freshmen in
a blue funk with English A, but most of
them pulled through none the worse for
wear. Meanwhile H.M.S. was getting a good
chuckle out of the whole thing as he
lighted up another load of "you-knowwhat" and went steaming off over the campus. "English A is still a fine course," he
says, and so do we.
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Back in the spring term of 194 3 more and
more men were being drafted, and by the
end of the year it was decided that the best
thing to do would be to close the fraternities
for the duration of the war. This action was
taken at the end of that year, and the fraternities remained closed until the beginning of
the second term of this year. But, along in
the winter of 1943-44, a group of men consisting of three fraternity and three nonfraternity men decided that there ought to
be some sort of a body formed to take the
place of the Nationals during the time they
were closed. As a result, the Sword and Key
Society was founded by Bill Graves and Bill
Vincent of Delta Phi, John Edler of Alpha
Chi Rho, and Tom Walker, Sandy Cobb and
Breck Ackley. Various activities were held
during the time of its existence, and it did a
good job of supplying what the fraternities
usually did. In April, 1944, a huge week-end
party and dance was held in the Delta Phi and

Alpha Chi Rho houses. Numerous small record dances were held as time went on, and
they helped tremendously in providing something to break the "monotony" of classes and
homework all the time. In the spring of 1945
another big week-end took place, run jointly
by the Senate and the Sword and Key Society.
Sword and Key functioned until the beginning of this year, when it went out of
existence and turned over its name to the
Interfraternity Council, which pledged prospective fraternity men into the new Sword
and Key Society. Each house got about four
men in the first rushing from this pool.

John Wilson was elected President of Alpha Delta Phi, and with the help of his
other brothers who were back and their new
men, he started immediately to get their
house in shape. And now with about twenty
brothers and pledges, the Alpha Delts are
off to a fine start.

ALPHA
DELTA
PHI

First row: Wright, Bowman, J. Wilson, Heistand
Second row: Hale, Littell, Barnett, Kapteyn
Third row: urge, Wicks, Boyle, Robinson, Hubbard, Styles
Fourth row: Stevens, J. Lambert, D. Lambert, Ramaker
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ALPHA
CHI
RHO

First row: Church, Howell, Pi astro, Fay, H. Reed, Peseux
Second row: Reynolds, Murray, Brennan, Blanchfield, Zimmerman, Halsey
Third row: Leonard, Granfield, Jawin, Baker

The "Crows", unfortunately, do not have
complete possession of their house yet, but
they are hoping to have it before too long.
With Bill Fay, Hugh Reed, Mike Piastro,
and Ernie Peseux back they have a good
representation of their pre-war group and
will be rolling soon.

The "Dekes" are out of luck also as far
as their house is concerned, but with Manley
Goodspeed and Jess Sweetser in the gang
much progress will doubtless be made. They
with their new pledges used Woodward
Lounge for the March rushing; difficulties
or not, they march.

DELTA
KAPPA
EPSILON

First row: Norman, Butler, LeCour, Bengston, Paine
Second row: Goodspeed, Ennis, L. Johnson, Sweetser, Rountree
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DELTA
PHI

First row: Walker, Tweedy, Withington, Prall, Cobb
Second row: Wood, Milligan, Riley, Thomas, ourse, Rogers, Van Strander
Third row: Sarles, Reiche, King, Simons, Simpson

The Delta Phi's have eight brothers back;
with their pre-war pledges and the new
pledges they have over twenty men to begin
the post-war period. Chuck Withington
took over the leadership and is doing a fine
job with a firm but benevolent hand.

The members of Delta Psi number about
eighteen, including brothers and pledges,
with Bert Holland, a former student of
twelve years ago, as President. They have
done over their "water-tower" completely
so that now, with the number of men they
have, they are off to a flying start.

DELTA
PSI

First row: Marlor, Torrey, Peelle, Holland
Second row: \'{!.Wilson, Elam, Bissel, Glazier, Dabney, Mitchell, Toland
Third row: Gariepy, Walmsley, Tenney, Blake, McGaw, Hamilton
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PSI
UPSILON

First row: Cross, Paddon, Schroeder, Earle, Bestor
Second row: Weisenfluh, Borden, Casey, Cogswell, F. Moor, Gordon
Third row: Strongin, 1,-ozier, G. Weitzel, Lim, Ferguson

Psi Upsilon also has a good representation
of their pre-war men back in the personages
of Bud Earle, Reed Schroeder, Dick W eisenfluh, and Dick Bestor. In the Sword and
Key rushing they got four pledges as did
most of the other houses, and in the second
rushing period they grabbed off another :five.
Reed Schroeder was elected President, and
he is bringing the house back to its pre-war
standing as fast as conditions will permit.
Naturally, it will take a while for the houses
to really get rolling again as they were before everything and everybody was interrupted by the war, but considering all the
circumstances, we think the fraternities are
taking on their old appearances quite rapidly.
Due to the fact that Sigma Nu continued
to operate during the war, they did not have
as much trouble getting started at the beginning of the term as the other houses did.
At mid-year they had ten brothers and seven
pledges with George Sturges as President.
As the year went on they pledged more men,
so that now they have about thirty-five men.
Chuck Hazen is the President of the house.
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"Lover"

SIGMA

NU

First row : Eichacher, Cunningham, Gallagher, Hazen, Kingston, Vignone, B. Wickenden, Rheinberger
Second row: Sturges, R. Johnson, Bowden, Buttery, Carter, F. Anderson, Hooghkirk,
Durick
Third row: Urban, Prendergast, J. Wickenden, Luby, Cady, R. Weitzel, Fasi, Andrian

They revamped their house during the
first term, and about a week after Christmas
vacation a housewarming was held to celebrate the completion of the redecorations.
::-

And so, as the first true peace-time year at
Trinity College in six years closes, everyone

Intramural softball

is more than thankful for the nature of the
year, and we all hope that the peaceful years
will continue forever. Those who were here
during the years of stress and strain look
back fondly on the good times sponsored by
the Sword and Key such as the "Smith Weekend" in April, 1944, and relive the experiences with great joy. But at the same time
those of us who were here before the war
remember well the marvelous week-ends at
the various houses over the time of a Sophomore Hop or Senior Ball. Well do we recall
all the swell meals that the house mothers
prepared, never failing to keep us full and
happy. The new men cannot realize the
pleasure of being able to go to a private house
on an afternoon, and sit down to read the
paper or listen to the radio and feel com··
pletely at home. And few have known the
real meaning and purpose of fraternities, the
close friendship and brotherhood that exists
between members; but all that is coming
back, and we are glad to see it.
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COMMONS
CLUB

First row: Husing, Smith, Haskell, Lorenson, Bailly, Minturn
Second row: Beattie, Loppert, Donneily, Bonifazi, Nott, F. P. Peterson, Howard

The Trinity Commons Club, along with
the other organizations and fraternities, was
inactive during the war because of an insufficient number of students at the college. At
the beginning of the second term of this
year, however, when everything started up
again, the Commons Club was reactivated
also. There were seven old members back, so
the Club had a good starting nucleus for the
post-war era. Dick Haskell was elected President; George Smith, Secretary; and Arthur
Lorenson, Treasurer. The other old mem hers
are Clay Ruhf, David Bailly, Richard McKinney, and Spiro Peterson. They know well
the history of the group and how Dr. Ogilby
and Professor Hood, who was then Dean,
helped get the Club _started back in 1931.
They themselves remember how these two
men were always a great aid to the group
and encouraged them on to greater things.
The Club was founded in 1931 as an organization for non-fraternity men; it has
continued in this way ever since. It meets
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Wednesday evenings with dinner before the
meeting in the private dining room in Cook
Dormitory. After dinner the Club holds its
business. meeting upstairs in the Cook
Lounge. Frequently they have a member of
the faculty as the evening's speaker, and
through the year dances and special banquets are held.

The Commons Club dines

TRINITY
CLUB

First row: Nierenstein, H. Katz, Miller, Gately
Second row: Brand, Flowers, Martino, Poliner
Third row: Simonian, Duerr

The Trinity Club, an organizatio1;1 to further social activities of non-fraternity men
on or off campus, was revived in October,·
1945, when a meeting was held in Seabury
Lounge. The organization is open to any
neutral man, and always welcomes new
members.

The Trinity Clubroom is the Seabury
Lounge, and meetings are held Tuesday
nights. The Club has about forty members,
and Professor Hood is their adviser. The
Club has held numerous parties and dances
throughout the year.

"Look out for that king!"
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THE
SENATE

Cunningham, W. Wilson, Vignone, Holland, Rittner

v/elivilies
The old Senate managed to carry on all
through the war, and Ed Vignone was elected
President this year. He seems to be watching
the purse-strings with a very careful eye.

The Interfr~ternity Council is in full
swing again after three years. Bob Cross
holds the Presidency of this graduate and
undergraduate group. They've kept things
going fairly smoothly so far.

INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL

First row: Holland, Parsons, Cross, Cunningham
Second row: Piastro, Barnet, Sweetser
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Kinsella and Gately
try to put one over on
Craig

THE JESTERS

Cast of "Boy Meets
Girl"

The Jesters started up again after the second term began, and Pete Torrey was elected
Chief. After much deliberation, the boys
decided to put on "Boy Meets Girl", a farce
by Bella and Samuel Spiwak, a farce, that is.
The production enjoyed great success and
was the talk of the campus for a long time
afterwards. The stars really deserved a lot
of credit. Where's that Oscar for Thomas,
for the greatest bit part of the year?

eed a rennillder?
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TRIPOD

Feldman, Katz, and Neusner check the Tripod.

CHOIR
First row: Styles, Buttery,
Rector, Donnelly, Parks,
Walker, Parsons.
Second row: Carter, J.
Johnson, Beattie, Hazen,
Reynolds, Cobb, Prof. Watters.

PIPES
The "Tripod" has taken on its regular appearance again, with Butler editing. About
fifteen issues have come out since November,
and it's sort of good to see the old sheet again.
The choir was started soon after the first
term began, and although Professor Watters
was away for a while, they've managed to
sing a few anthems.
The Pipes are back on the campus, and
"Wake Freshmen" is drifting up to our windows once more. Walker ended their period
of inactivity in spring '44.
Borden, Cobb, Hazen, Carter, Parsons, Schroeder,
Walker
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POLITICAL
SCIENCE
CLUB

First row: J. Wilson, Holland, Butler, Prof. Humphrey, Schroeder, Feldman, W.
Wilson, Bowman, Goldfarb
Second row: Wishnivetsky, Deutch, Prof. Towle, Vignone, H. Katz, Jawin, Lockwood,
Prof. Thompson, Forster, F. Anderson, Brand, Horowitz, Borden, Rheinberger, Goodspeed

The Political Science Club, Bert Holland
presiding, has had a large group of interesting speakers on foreign affairs this year, and
all the talks have been greatly enjoyed.

Pi Gamma Mu, honorary society for social
science students, is active again, and now has
a membership of about thirteen. Professor
Humphrey is in charge and is very glad to
have the group in action.

PI
GAMMA
MU

First row: Vignone, Holland, Pres. Funston, Brand, Goldfarb
Second row: Deutsch, Wishnivetsky, H. Katz, F. Anderson, Rheinberger, W. Wilson,
Horowitz
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FEBRUARY
DANCE
COMMITTEE

Duerr, Poliner, Gately, R. Johnson, F. Anderson

The first big post-war dance was held February 23rd at the Hartt Music School. Shep
Fields did the honors musically, and the evening was a big success, although some preliminary doubts had been entertained.

The Senior Ball was held May 3rd at the
Wethersfield Country Club, with Bob Halprin's orchestra. The committee did a thorough job of preparation, and the Pipes sang
at intermission. Great evening, great party.

SENIOR
BALL
DANCE
COMMITTEE

Golden, F. Anderson, Shafer, W. Wilson, Dubovick
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In the middle of March, Professor Lockwood and some of the pre-engineers around
here decided to form a club for the purpose
of furthering interest in their field. The
group has had very interesting speakers from
time to time; one of these was Mr. Walter
Paine, Manager of the Engineering Department at the Aetna Casualty Co. ; he spoke on
"how a student should prepare for engineering". The Club is new, but is off to a fast
start-v.;e expect it to really go places next
year.

The staff of this IVY is a varied group;
normally, most of the work is done by men
of the Junior Class. This year, although the
co-editors are Juniors, the body of the staff
is drawn from every imaginable class and
even includes a P. G. Next year, we hope
it will be possible to compose a more typical
group.
Anyway, here is Trinity's annual; we hope
you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed
putting it together.

ENGINEERING
CLUB
First row : Mansfi eld , Begg,
Cosmas, R eiche, K ill am, G in szauska s.

Second row:

B. Wick en-

den , Lo renson,

ourse, La r-

son, Sh arff.

IVY
Fi rst row: Ruhf, Reiche,
Cobb, Ga riepy, Prall.
Second row: W . Wilson,
Cross, Go rm :t n , Th o ma s,
Strong in .
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Dave led the team in scoring with 97 points,
and was followed by Jack and Bob in that
order.
Our swimming season was one of the most
successful ever enjoyed by a Trinity team,
for in dual competition we won six meets
and lost two. In the New England Intercollegiate Meet we placed second behind the
powerful undefeated Williams team. Our
team, the first in two years, was composed
chiefly of veterans who had been out of competition for some time.
Captain Dave Tyler was Coach Joe
Clarke's big gun, and he was ably supported

Senior Chuck Hazen did a remarkable
job as a backstroker in his first year of swimming. Credit must go to Lyon "Bud" Earle
and Quent Gallagher for their splendid return to the sport after being in the service.
Loss of Eve Hollis, whom Coach Clarke regarded as the best diving prospect in Trinity
annals, was a staggering blow, but the acquisition of Jack Tyler in February helped offset
it. Ed Butler, despite his inexperience, did a
far better job than was expected of him on
the board after Hollis entered the service.
Against the Coast Guard in the opening
meet we were forced to come from behind in
the 400 yard relay, the final event on the

That first underwater lap

by his brothers, Jack and Bob. Dave competed in the National Intercollegiate Meet at
Yale, but failed to qualify for the finals in
the 100 yard freestyle, and the backstroke.
He was up against the cream of the country's
collegiate crop, and it was the first time all
season that he didn't win his race.
There were a good many people who were
a bit skeptical about the success of Dave's
comeback after such a long layoff, but he
soon erased any doubts as early as the first
meet when he swam in three winning events.
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Tyler, Tyler, & Tyler, Inc.

First row: Zajicek, Bollerman, Frankel, Tenney, Butler
Second row: Kingston, Earle, D. Tyler, R . T yler, Hazen, Gallagher
Third row: Coach Clarke, Page, Moore, Platt, Simpson, Hooghkirk, Richardson,
Cunningham

program, to nail down a 39-36 victory. Bob
and Dave Tyler each won two events and
swam on the winning relay team. Bowdoin
was next on the agenda, and we took them in
stride, winning 40-34. Wesleyan proved to
be a soft touch, and we coasted to a 48-27
victory. Eve Hollis took an undefeated record into the service with him after this meet.
Williams, with a whole host of outstanding performers invaded our waters, and
swam to a 44-31 triumph. The feature event
of this meet was the 400 yard relay, and once
again it was Dave Tyler, swimming anchor,
who came from behind to nip Dave McClay
at the finish. Although we garnered the
lion's share of first places, Harvard managed
to pile up enough seconds and thirds to win
43-32. Dave set a new Trinity backstroke
mark of 1:41.1.

Amherst fell, 40-3 5, and for the second
time during the season we scuttled the Coast
Guard. This time it was a 3 8-37 decision,
and like the first meet the deciding points
were scored in the relay. Dave set a new
New England 60 yard freestyle record, covering the distance in 29.1. We sent Brown
home on the short end of a 46-29 score in
the final dual meet. The packed gallery got a
big thrill when Quent Gallagher and Paul
Kingston brought home the bacon for us in
the breaststroke.
Up at M.I.T. in the New England Intercollegiate Meet, Dave bagged a first place in
the 1 50 yard backstroke and in the 50 yard
dash. Jack Tyler, still not in top form as a
result of a badly wrenched ankle, was
touched out by a hair in the 100. · Dick
Bacon, of Williams, was the victor. Bob
Tyler swam a good race in the 220 and
pulled up third.
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The relay team, composed of Bud Earle
and the three Tylers, finished less than a
second behind the winning Williams squad .
Dave Tyler proved that he was not only the
fastest man in this sector in the backstroke
and 50 yard dash, but also in the 100 when
he swam the distance in the fastest time of
his collegiate career as anchor man. He
couldn't quite make up a deficit of almost
half a pool, but he certainly won the admiration and respect of everyone there by his
noble efforts.

Dave Tyler breaks the back stroke record

.
With more men who formerly swam for
Trinity coming back, Joe Clarke expects to
have a better balanced team and another
winning season. The 194 5-46 squad included
Dave Tyler, Lyon Earle, Jack Tyler, Bob
Tyler, Jim Hooghkirk, Paul Kingston, Eve
Hollis, Bruce Bollermann, Ed Butler, Bill
Zajicek, Fred Moor, Wally Simpson, Quent
Gallagher, Chuck Hazen, Bill Robinson,
Chuck Tenny, and manager Jim Cunningham. Jick Wickenden was the assistant
manager.

Aquatic contortions

We rolled up 344 points, including the 30
we made in the New England Meet, to 2 8 5
scored by our opponents. Dave set records
in the 50, backstroke, and 60 yard freestyle
and the relay team set a record in the 400
yard freestyle. We'll lose Paul Kingston,
Quent Gallagher, Dave Tyler, Chuck Hazen,
and Bud Earle by graduation, but a pretty
good nucleus will return for next season.
Jack Tyler was elected captain for the coming season at the Winter banquet. Bob will
return next season to help Jack, and Wally
Simpson, who joined the squad in February,
will also be on hand.
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Relay champs

Ralph Erickson came in October to pinchhit as basketball coach for Ray Oosting, who
was in Manila. In its practice games, his inexperienced squad gave the impression that
they would improve as the season progressed,
but before the first game was played several
of Erickson's key men left for the service or
were ruled out by the doctor.
We opened .with Williams, on their court,
and at the end of the regulation playing time
the score was even up. Tom Webb's basket
in the last 1 5 seconds of the overtime period
gave the home team a 36-34 victory. Doug
Carter, in the second game, connected with
17 points against Worcester Tech, but the
Bay Staters outscored us, 50-43.
The return test with Williams was a nipand-tuck affair all the way, and Mike Shafer's basket sent it into an overtime period.
Again we lost out; this time it was 54-49. We
lost to Amherst, 3 3-27 in a poorly played
contest. Erickson gave way to Oosting, who
had returned in time for the Wesleyan game.
The Cards outgunned us on long shots, winning 43-23.
We reached the halfway mark of our
schedule against M.I.T. The Techmen went
home with a 34-32 overtime victory. Reinforced by the addition of several new players
in February, we invaded upper New York
and promptly lost to R.P.I., 65-46. The next
night was our night, for we finally broke
into the win column at the expense of Union.
Ed Sitarz threw in two long ones late in the
game to make the scoreboard read 40-37 in
favor of Trinity.
We lost a thrilling 3 5-3 1 game to W esleyan, and then matched M.I.T. hoop for
hoop only to lose 65 - 63. Yes, it was an overtime game! In the second Amherst game we
managed to put together 3 3 points which
was two more than the Lord Jeffs had at the
final gun.

W aiting for the t ap
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First row: Quinn, C. Linardos
Second row: G. Linardos, Shafer, Sitarz, Boland
Third row: F. Anderson, McKelvie, Coach Oosting, Reiche, Carter, Nirenstein

The Coast Guard Academy, one of the top
New England fives, was simply too good for
us and had an easy time of it, winning 52-28.
We threw up a lot of shots that hit in and
around the basket but failed to go through .
It is interesting to note that of the 12
games, four were overtime matches, three
of which were in the first half of the schedule. Seven of our defeats were by seven or
less points. All of which adds up to the fact
that we had a team of scrappers. Not once
did any of our men quit. This was particularly evident in the Coast Guard game when
we were forced to concede experience, height
and depth in material, but gamely hung on
until the end.
George Linardos was our high point man
for the season, but Ed "Jigger" Sitarz had
the best point per game average. He and
Bob Boland made a big difference in the
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squad when they came at the beginning of
the new semester.
Don McKelvie was the most improved
player we had over the course of the season.
You would have to search a long time to find
a better rebound man than big Mike Shafer.
He, incidentally, was elected captain after
the last game. George Linardos will serve in
that capacity next year.
The squad included Al Dubovick, Mike
Shafer, Karl Reiche, Don McKelvie, Ed Sitarz, Bob Boland, Dino Linardos, Doug Carter, Ray Winter, George Linardos, and Al
Nevins. Frank Anderson and Moe Nirenstein
served as managers. With only Alex Dubovick and Mike Shafer scheduled to become
members of the alumni, Coach Ray Oosting
can look forward to a bright basketball
picture.

First row: Singletary,
Simonian, Tenney,
Riley, Butler, Ferguson
Second row: McKelvie, Shafer, Capt. Torrey, Carleton, Morton,
Page
Third row: Coaches
Clarke and Oosting:
Reynolds, Boland,
Teichmann, Mgr. Wilson

Track prospects were very lean, for cocoaches Ray Oosting and Joe Clarke were
faced with a critical shortage of manpower,
especially in the distance events.
Heading the list of men who reported for
the squad was Pete Torrey, holder of the
college shotput record. Pete also competed
in the pole vault, high jump and hurdles.
Parker Carleton returned to run the 100
and 220. He is the co-holder of the college
100 yard dash mark.
Another letter man was discus thrower
Myron Shafer. Of the new men on the
squad, Don McKelvie turned in an outstanding performance in the high jump and shot
put. Chuck Tenny added strength in the
dashes as did Bob Boland in the pole vault.
Norton was the best distance man we had.
Massachusetts State was the first meet on
our schedule. After a week respite we competed in the Eastern Intercollegiates. We
journeyed to Middlebury and then ran
against Union. We terminated the season
at Wesleyan.

Mike breaks the college discus record

.·

First row: Ransom,
Weisenfluh, Gorman,
Vi bert
Second row: Molinari, Capt. Dubovick,
Dabney, Julavitz
Third row : McEvitt,
Holljes, Mgr. Tweedy,
Coach Jessee

Our baseball · team opened and closed its
season on the same sour note-rain. But in
between being rained out we did manage to
turn in one of the best records a Jessee
coached team has ever enjoyed, for we won
six and lost one.
Dick Weisenfluh, with a batting average
of more than .400 led our hitting department and Joe Julavits, who won four and
lost one, was our top pitcher. The other half
of our pitching staff, Joe McEvitt, won two
games, one of them an eleven inning 2-1 job
over Mass. State.
After the Merchant Marine and Army
games were rained out we finally opened with
a 9-5 victory over Wesleyan. Julavits allowed three hits, and got credit for his :first
victory. Springfield was next and we to9k
a 6-4 decision from them. Two runs in the
seventh put us in front, and Gorman's double in the eighth assured matters.

squeeze play that went haywire, to tie the
score. A double by Captain AI Dubovick and
a single by Dick W eisenfluh in the eleventh
"iced" things.
Wesleyan knocked us off, 4-1, in ten innings. Impotent hitting and sloppy fielding
accounted for our downfall. We breezed to
an easy victory over Worcester Tech. to end
the season.
Our line-up included Ed Sitarz, Dick
Weisenfluh, Pete Vibert, AI Dubovick, Joe
Molinari, Ford Ransom, and Al Hartzmark.
Tom Gorman did the catching and the Joe's,
J ulavits and McEvitt, the pitching. Lew
Dabney, Boots Holljes, Bruce Bollermann,
and Manley Goodspeed were reserves.

We bunched four runs in the fifth against
Amherst to come from behind and win 8-5.
It was the :first time that one of Dan Jessee's
baseball teams had ever defeated the Lord
Jeffs.
Joe McEvitt, although failing to go the
route again, was credited with the 4-3 victory over Bates. Joe Molinari featured the
Mass. State game by swiping home on a
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Dubovick scoops one up

Front row : Mitchell,
R ector, Reynolds
Second row: Coach
Abbe, Sanseverino, Borden, Milligan

Under the guidance of Dan Jessee we
played squash on an informal basis this year.
Frank Borden defeated Bob Toland to win
the Newton C. Brainard Award.
George Abbe, in his first year as tennis
coach, greeted a green but willing squad for
the initial practice in April. He selected his
team from Bill Rector, Frank Borden, Tom
Walker, Drew Milligan, George Sanseverino,
Ted Lockwood, Mitchell, and Reynolds.

Only a few candidates reported to Dan
Jessee for the abbreviated spring football
practice. Most of the work was done indoors
and it primarily involved the backfield men
who concentrated on ball handling and
learning the fundamentals of the new system
that Dan intends ·to use in the Fall.

The schedule included matches with Williams, Wesleyan, Amherst, Coast Guard,
Worcester Tech, Springfield, and the New
England Match.

Walker returns a serv e

Rector leaps for a high one
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SENIORS

• • • •

MYRON EDWARD SHAFER
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical; Class President; Senior Ball Committee; Varsity Club ( 4); Athletic Advisory Council, Secretary
(4); Basketball (3, 4); Track (2, 4).
Prepared at Weaver High School.

JAMES ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, '45

~N

New York City, N.Y.
Major subject: Psychology and History; Class Secretary; Interfraternity Council (2, 4); Jesters ( 1, 2); Political Science Club
(1, 2, 4); Athletic Advisory Council (4); Soccer (1, 2, 3);
Swimming Manager ( 4); Varsity Club ( 4).
Prepared at Blair Academy.

WALTER BARRON WILTON WILSO
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Major subject: History and English; Class Treasurer; Chapel
Monitor (1, 2); IVY .(4); Pipes (1, 2); Political Science Club
(1, 2,), Vice-President (4); Senate (4); Senior Ball Committee;

rrrM.
Prepared at Trinity School.
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BARNARD BRECK ACKLEY
Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Major subject: Philosophy; Chapel Monitor ( 1).
Prepared at Hastings High School.

FRANKLIN CARL ANDERSON
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: History; Senior Ball Committee; firM.
Prepared at East Hartford High School.

DAVID BAILLY, '43

T.C.C.

Boston, Mass.
Major subject: Psychology; Seabury Society; Tennis ( 1, 2, 3).
Prepared at Southboro High School.

RICHARD CRASE BESTOR, '42

'J:'Y

West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: General Science; Baseball ( 1); Soccer ( 1, 2, 3) ;
Tennis (2, 3).
Prepared at Kingswood School.
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JOHN KNOWLES BLAKE, '42
Dedham, Mass.
Major subject: General Arts; Newman Club (2, 3); Crew
( 3); Tr(lck ( 1, 2).
Prepared at Noble and Greenough School.

RICHARD ELLSWORTH COOKE
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical.
Prepared at Bulkeley High School.

JOHN COSMAS COSMAS
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Engineering; Engineering Club ( 4), Secretary
(4).
Transferred from University of Connecticut.

DANTE JOSEPH D'ADDEO
Bloomfield, Conn.
Major subject: History.
Prepared at Bloomfield High School.
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~N

JAMES MICHAEL DESMOND, '44
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject : Economics; Tripod ( 4); IIrM.
Prepared at Bulkeley High School.

PAUL EDWARD DEUTSCH
We~t

Hartford, Conn.

Major subject: Economics; Trinity Club ( 4); Political Science
Club (2, 3, 4); IIrM.
Prepared at William Hall High School.

JOHN WESLEY DORCHESTER
Windsor, Conn.
Major subject: English; Trinity Club ( 4).
Prepared at Loomis School.

ALEXANDER GREGORY DUBOVICK, '44
Waterford, Conn.
Major subject: Mathematics and General Science; International
Relations Club ( 3); Medusa President ( 4); Senior Ball Committee; Trinity Club (3); Varsity Club (3); Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4);
Basketball ( 1, 2, 4); Football ( 1, 2, 3).
Prepared at Chapman Technical High School.
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LYON HOOPER EARLE, JR., '42

\JfY

West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: General Science; Interfraternity Council ( 3),
President ( 4); Senate ( 4) ; Sophomore Dining Club; Varsity Club
(3); Swimming ( 1, 2, 3, 4); Track (3).
Prepared at Hamden High School.

LOUIS HARRY FELDMAN
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Classical Languages; Tripod (2, 3, 4); Political
Science Club (2, 3, 4); Jesters ( 4).
Prepared at Hartford Public High School.

QUENTIN PERSHING GALLAGHER, '40

~N

Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: French; Glee Club (2, 3); Swimming ( 1, 4).
Prepared at Hartford Public High School.

KENNETH FROHMAN GOLDEN
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical; .Senior Ball Committee.
Prepared at Bulkeley High School.
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ABRAHAM GOLDFARB
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical; Jesters ( 4); Political Science Club
(2, 4); Trinity Club ( 4); ITrM.
Prepared at Weaver High School.

JAMES PRICE HALSEY, '43
West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject : Economics.
Prepared at William Hall High School.

RICHARD EMERY HASKELL, '44

T.C.C.

Springfield, Mass.
Major subject: Economics; Political Science Club ( 2, 3) ; Soccer (I, 2) .
Prepared at Wethersfield High School.

CHARLES SAMUEL HAZEN

~N

Newington, Conn.
Major subject: General Arts; Chapel Monitor ( 4); Choir (I,
4); Glee Club (I, 4); Pipes (2, 3, 4); Senate President (4);
Varsity Club ( 4) ; Athletic Advisory Council ( 4) ; Swimming
( 4).
Prepared at Newington High School.
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ALBERT EDWARD HOLLAND, '34
Riverdale-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Major subject: History and Modern Languages; Jesters ( 1, 2);
Tripod ( 1, 2); Political Science Club President ( 4) ; Squash (2);

rrrM.
Prepared at Brooklyn Preparatory School.

EUGENE KLAU HOROWITZ
New York City, N.Y.
Major subject: Pre-medical; Lantern (2); Political Science
Club (2, 4); Science Society (2); Tripod (2, 4); Trinity Club
<4); rrnvr.
Prepared at William H. Taft High School.

LEWIS PATTEE JOHNSON
\Vest Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: General Arts.
Transferred from Dartmouth College.
Prepared at Holderness School.

ROBERT OGDEN JOHNSON, '44
West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-law; Dance Committee (3).
Transferred from Washington and Lee University.
Prepared at Williston Academy.
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HARVEY AARON KATZ
Glastonbury, Conn.
Major subject: Economics; Trinity Club, President ( 4); ITrM.
Prepared at Glastonbury High School.

HENRY CHARLES KESSLER, JR.
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Physics; Engineering Club ( 4).
Prepared at Hartford Public High School.

ROBERT MELVILLE KILLAM, '43
West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Physics; Engineering Club, Vice-President ( 4).
Prepared at Hall High School.

'SN

PAUL JOSEPH KINGSTON
East Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical; Senate ( 3); Swimmin g ( 4).
Prepared at East Hartford High School.
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JAMES WARD MARLOR, '42
Naugatuck, Conn.
Major subject: History; Interfraternity Council ( 3).
Prepared at Manlius Military Academy.

ARTHUR LAWRENCE MILLER, '44
New York City, N. Y.
Major subject: General Science; Tripod ( 4); Trinity Club,
President ( 4) .
Prepared at S.

J.

Tilden High School.

NATHANIEL RUE HIGH MOOR, '43
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Major subject: General Arts.
Prepared at Shad y-Side Academy.

THEODORE ANGELO MUSCO, '43
New Haven, Conn.
Major subject : General Science.
Transferred from Holy Cross College.
Prepared at The Collegiate Preparatory School.
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RICHARD LEWIS PARSONS
Skowhegan, Me.
Major subject : Modern Languages; Choir (4); Pipes (3, 4);
Political Science Club ( 4); Seabury Society ( 1, 3, 4), President
(3,4);Tripod (1).
Prepared at Skowhegan High School and Bloomfield Academy.

EVERETT MILLER PETERSON, '43

Lcl>E

West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject : General Arts; Athletic Association (3, 4).
Prepared at William Hall High School.

FRITZ PHILLIP PETERSON, '42

T.C.C.

Branford, Conn.
Major subject: HistOry; Political Science Club ( 3); Baseball
( 1, 2).
Prepared at Branford High School.

DONALD LEWIS PUFFER, '43

1'1KE

Belmont, Mass.
Major subject: Psychology; Interfraternity Council (3); Political Science Club (2, 3); Who's Who in American Universities
and Colleges ( 4) ; Basketball ( 1, 2) ; Squash ( 3, 4).
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LAWRENCE REINSTEIN
Bridgeport, Conn.
Major subject: History; Political Science Club ( 4); Trinity
Club (4).
Transferred from University of Georgia.

JAMES JOSEPH RHEINBERGER, '45
West Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: History; International Relations Club (I, 2,
4); Newman Club (1, 2, 4); Political Science Club (I, 2, 4);
Swimming (I) ; ITrM.
Prepared at William Hall High School.

CARL ROBERT RITT ER
New Britain, Conn.
Major subject: Pre-medical; Senate ( 4).
Prepared at New Britain High School.

HARVEY CLAYTON RUHF

T.C.C.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Major subject: Chemistry; Senate, President (3); Pipes (3, 4);
Rifle Club, Secretary-Treasurer ( 4).
Prepared at Springfield Technical High School.
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MELVEN LEONARD RUTT, '44
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Economics; Political Science Club ( 3); Trinity Club (4).
Prepared at Bulkeley High School.

ALFRED REED SCHROEDER, '45
Sewickley, Pa.
Major subject: History; Interfraternity Council (2, 4); Pipes
( 2, 4); Political Science Club, Secretary ( 4); Sophomore Hop
Committee; Soccer ( 1).

GEORGE LAWTON SMITH, '45

T.C.C.

Wethersfield, Conn.
Major subject: Mathematics; Newman Club (1, 2); Senate
( 4).
Prepared at Kingswood School.

GEORGE KENT STODDARD, JR., '41
Philadelphia, Pa.
Major subject: Greek; Jesters ( 1); Swimming ( 1).
Prepared at Fork Union Military Academy.
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GEORGE CURTISS STURGES

~N

Woodbury, Conn.
Major subject: General Arts; Rifle Club ( 4); Sen3te ( 4).
Transferred from Norwich University.
Prepared at Chesire Academy.

LEO WESTON SULLIVAN
New Britain, Conn.
Major subject: History; Newman Club (1); Senate (3).
Prepared at New Britain High School.

JOHN ANDERSON SWEETSER III, '42
New York City, N.Y.
Major subject: English; Interfraternity Council ( 4); Jesters
( 2, 3) , Secretary ( 4) ; Soccer ( 2, 3) .
Transferred from Harvard University.

JAMES ROBERT URBAN, '44
Windsor, Conn.
Major subject: Economics.
Transferred from Lebanon Valley College.
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EDWARD LOUIS VIGNONE, '43
Wethersfield, Conn.

Major subject: Economics; Choir (1, 2); Glee Club (1), Accompanist (2); Interfraternity Council (2); Pipes (1, 2); Senate,
President ( 4); Sophomore Hop Committee; Athletic Advisory
Council ( 4); Golf (2, 4); Track ( 1, 2); ITrM.
Prepared at Windsor High School.

THOMAS HUNT WALKER

.M >
_

Cornwall, Conn.
Major subject: Biology; Choir (4); Pipes (3, 4); Rifle Club
(3); Senate (3); Tennis (4).
Transferred from Yale University.
Prepared at Kent School.

EDWARD JOHN WASHER, '44
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: Chemistry; Engineering Club ( 4).
Transferred from University of Connecticut.

MARTIN DEMAREST WOOD, '42
Hartford, Conn.
Major subject: General Science; Class Secretary-Treasurer ( 1);
Sophomore Hop Committee; Soccer ( 1) ; Swimming ( 1); Track
( 1).
Prepared at Hebron Academy.
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0 thou whose loving care appears
In our victorious hundred years,
May thy great arm support and stay
Our steps along the onward way . . .

WHERE DO WE GO FROM

HERE~

Old Trin has a great deal to look forward
to. Right now, though, it doesn't seem to be
a really sure matter just where she is going.
Trinity has been through too much in the
war years to emerge from them and be able
to say immediately that such and such or
thus and so is going to happen tomorrow, or
one year from today. Lessons were learned

in the war-lessons in teaching, administration, and the general problems of college life.
In the war years we lost a President and
gained a new one. In the war years we saw
many unusually abrupt changes in the faculty, saw reduction of the student body to
not much more than a tenth of its normal
size, and saw the establishment on campus
of a large group of regimented men, separated from the integrity of the college and
with a life of their own.

Architects' plans for the
Hallden Engineering
La bora tory.

Mauling Up The

Campus
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The College had to learn how to provide
for them, and what is more important, how
to get along with them and keep Trinity's
temporarily frail bark from being inundated
by the waters upon which she was floating.
With considerable trouble, we did learn.
And, we hope and believe, our experiences
have enabled us to go on with a truer, firmer
purpose and a clearer eye to the things
around us.

The individual classes at College now are
jumbled ; some men , products of the accelerated program, are not yet sure whether
they are Juniors, Seniors, or what have you.
Many of us are very, very new. The old
customs, traditions, practices and standards
are coming back nevertheless, albeit some
faster than others. Whether or not we can
completely submerge our difficulties· time
will tell; Trinity has come through on top
before, and this time, beyond any apprehension, time will speak well for her once more.
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Here is a new President of Trinity College, a Dean of the College that has been with
us for a long time, and a Dean of Freshmen
who is leaving us. The old and the new-all
of them have in large part been the force
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that brought Trinity through the war. They
can predict, more accurately than we, the
course of Trinity College in the times to
come:

--

GEORGE KEITH FUNSTON

The turbulent era is over; Mr. Funston
begins his Presidency just at the time to
steer Trinity back to her grand self. Our
new President graduated from Trinity fourteen years ago; he has since been enterprising
and successful in the world of business and,
during the war, in the United States Navy.
He is young, energetic, and sees the prob-

lems of the present day with a clear eye.
Already, in a few short months, the College
has come well under the sway of his dynamic
personality. And he, in this section of the
IVY, is the first of our officials to state what
he believes will happen, and what he is going
to try to make come true, in Trinity in the
years to come.
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After fourteen years I am returning to
Trinity very grateful for the opportunity to
be of service to my Alma Mater, and especially to you undergraduates who are soon
to go out into the world to take up various
lines of endeavor.
I repeat in part from my inauguration
speech on Washington's birthday-"Trinity
will remain a small liberal arts college for
men, and her course of instruction will continue to have as its aim the development of
self-reliant, responsible, and enlightened citizens of the United States and of the world.
The keystone policy of the College is to
maintain a faculty of able teachers and scholars. Changes in curriculum will not be spectacular because Trinity has always prescribed
a majority of the student's courses-a policy
now being reintroduced in many colleges.
The student will not be prepared for a narrow and highly specialized vocation, but
his choice of a career will be kept in mind in
shaping his courses of study. Next fall
Trinity plans to make use of its Extension
School as a second shift and it is our hope,
with the regular college being about 57 5 stu-

dents, plus the evening session, that no Trinity service man will be turned away.
"Trinity is going to remain a personal
college. All courses should be taught in a
manner such as to keep the student in touch
with what is going on in the world. The city
of Hartford's cultural facilities should be
used more by the students, and we promise
in turn that we will do all that is possible
to serve the community by continuing to
provide for a sizeable number of local boys,
and by continuing the Extension and Summer Schools. Trinity is non-sectarian and
will remain so; a full-time chaplain will be
appointed to give every man an opportunity
to obtain an appreciation of the Christian
values. As before the war, fraternities and
athletics will be supported as integral parts
of college life."
In my position as President of Trinity
College, I must depend on you, the undergraduates, the faculty, the administrative
staff, and in no small measure upon the
alumni and friends of Trinity to cooperate
in building up the College to be an even
stronger institution than she now is.
G. Keith Funston
President
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The enrollment of the college is bounding
from the nadir to the zenith with such startling rapidity that we find ourselves hard put
to it as we try to assimilate our new embarrassment of riches. We accept great responsibilities when we contemplate the readmission in September of all the Trinity men who
have gone to war since Pearl Harbor. Personal attention and excellent instruction
have always been our ideals and we have no
intention of discarding them in order to set
up an educational assembly line. We strive
constantly to maintain and even to improve
Trinity standards. Our policy will not be
changed.
Nevertheless, we cannot absorb an increased enrollment of considerable size without marked changes on the surface of college
life. The coming year will be different. New
faces and old familiar faces will intermingle
on the campus and new activities will be
fostered in order to provide extra-curricular

--------------------------------~

opportunities for all our students. Dormant
traditions will be resurrected, but we shall
put no obstacles in the path of worthwhile
innovations.
Academic discipline and office routine may
seem at first glance to be unrelated to the
matters that are dearest to the heart of the
typical undergf aduate. An invitation to visit
the Dean's Office is usually not received with
unmitigated enthusiasm, and administrative
officers are obliged to concern themselves
with the unpleasantnesses that develop now
and then on the campus. After all, though,
the most important function of administrative offices and, in fact, the reason why they
exist is to work for the good of the college.
Whether you are still a student or whether
you are becoming an alumnus, I hope that
we shall always want to cooperate to that
end.
Arthur Howard Hughes

ARTHUR H. HUGHES , DEAN OF TRINITY
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FREDERICK C. COPELAND, DEAN OF FRESHMEN

During the past year the work of the Admissions Office has gone through an unparalleled cycle. During the summer term, with
the Navy here, the entering group was small.
At the termination of the war we began to
feel the pressure of veterans returning to
take advantage of the educational benefits of
the G. I. Bill. This pressure continued during
the fall as former Trinity men, to whom we
are obligated, returned along with new veterans. In February it was necessary to limit
the student body to 375, due to the depletion
of the faculty.
We are now faced with the largest demand
for college education ever known. We cannot afford to overlook any group: former
Trinity men still to return, new veterans applying daily, or boys graduating from high
and preparatory schools. It will be necessary

to set fair quotas. We can increase our day
enrollment about ten per cent above peacetime normal, and plan evening extension
courses for others. But still, many qualified
applicants will be disappointed; we cannot
afford to expand beyond our facilities.
In the future the enrollment may be increased somewhat. Before this is done, we
shall need more dormitory space so that
more students can live on the campus. We
must keep active contact with high schools
and preparatory schools, to insure a steady
flow of applicants who will make good Trinity men. A few individuals cannot accomplish this plan; it must also be undertaken by
undergraduates and alumni. In this way we
can develop the desired college community,
after the rush of returned servicemen is over.
Frederick C. Copeland
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JUNIORS

JAMES ALBERT KAPTEYN

A~<I>

West Hartford, Conn.
Jim is President of the Junior Class. A Beau Brummel if there
ever was one, he comes riding genteelly to class every morning on
a bicycle. He's a gentleman from start to finish, and the salt of
the earth.

ANDREW WHITE MILLIGAN,

JR.

West Hartford, Conn.
Vice-President of the Junior Class, Drew was popular and busy
on the campus, as he is now, before he entered the Army. Prominent on the tennis team and a Senator, he is an outstanding
member of Delta Phi. Majors in Economics.

ROBERT TOLAND III
Philadelphia, Pa.
Bob spent a leave of absence from Trin with the Marines. He
was a pilot. For some reason, his name on campus is "Natural".
Likes to dabble in baseball and campus politics; can usually be
found hanging around " The Hall" ..
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CARL HENDRICKS AMOS
West Hartford, Conn.
Carl transferred here from Ball State Teachers College, taking
time out to compile a brilliant Army record. Left Trin at the
end of the Christmas term. He'll be remembered as a student who
took his books seriously.

JAMES LEONARD BEGG
Hartford, Conn.
"Who said E. E. 10 was easy?" Len is still hunting for the
fellow who gave him that bum tip. But be it E. E. 10 or any
other rugged course, Len is right there. A member of the Engineering Club.

JOEL BENGSTON
Collinsville, Conn.
The Collinsville flash. A "whiz" in math, as long as he has his
slide rule in his coat pocket. Is doing well to keep up the reputation of the Dekes. Sometimes looks like a porcupine in distress
with that "butch".

WILLIAM EUGENE BLANCHFIELD

AXP

West Hartford, Conn.
Bill came from Hall High; then Uncle Sam intervened for a
while. Quite an athlete, especially on the basketball court. He's
doing his major in Economics. Quiet, yet lively-an all around
good guy.
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FRANK HARRIS BORDEN,

JR.

Germantown, Pa.
Frank, a former naval flier, is preparing for law school. Trinity's
number one squash player, and an expert tennis man; a busy man
on campus. Loyal Psi U, sings with the Pipes, and belongs to the
Political Science Club.

ALBERT HALL BOWMAN

AMP

New York City, N.Y.
Genial and very good-natured, Al is one of the many who have
returned from the war. He is really going to town on the marks.
Hard worker, but not a grind-still plays a good game of bridge.
Loyal member of Alpha Delt, and a great intramuralist.

HARRY BRAND
Norwich, Conn.
Tops in the field of Social Science, Harry has been responsible
for many interesting articles in this year's Tripod. Member of
the Trinity Club; recently elected into IIrM. Represented Trin
on a quiz program and walked off with the honors.

CLARKE WILLIS CADY
Waterbury, Conn.

If anyone mentions a gun or a horse, Bud is off on a long harangue about calibers or trotters. A fixture of Sigma Nu; gets his
share of salt spray along with the rest of the sailing team.
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THOMAS STAVROS CLAROS
Hartford, Conn.
Older than many of us, Tom comes from Greece, where he prepared at Anatolia College. A hard-studying off-campus man, we
don't see him as much as we'd like to. Majoring in English.

SANFORD COBB V
Hyannis, Mass.
"Where are those Activity Sheets?" Sandy has really worked
hard as co-editor of the '47 IVY. Is one of those renowned Pipes,
and a staunch Delta Phi. In addition to these activities, Cab is a
crack student, and quite a guy.

LEWIS STACKPOLE DABNEY
Medfield, Mass
Harvard's gift to Trinity, Lew has a keen sense of humorquite a joker, that is. Was a former pilot, and at present is augmenting the ranks of the baseball squad . Tall, dark, and youknow-what.

CHARLES JOSEPH DONAHOE II
Lee, Mass.
A superman in the field of Engineering. If a course is in any
way connected with the subject, you can bet your bottom dollar
that Chuck has taken it. Transferred from Villanova; and, as
you'd expect, a member of the Engineering Club .
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THOMAS FRANCIS EGAN
West Hartford, Conn.
Whenever any promoting is to be done, Tom is the man to see.
Business manager of the Jesters, he is also busy writing a play for
production next year. An off-campus man who seldom goes home.

FRANKLIN WILLIAM EICHACKER
Brooklyn, N. Y.
To "Doc" nothing is sacred but Buggattis, cocktail parties, and
tweed jackets so thick they have straw and lumps of coal woven
in them. Never a problem unless women or grades figure in it.
A very loyal Sigma Nu.

i1KE

JEROME ENNIS
Metuchen, N. J.

Jerry prepared at South Kent School, and first entered Trinity
in 1939. He spent some time in the Army, came back this year
and is majoring in English, A very likeable man, with a darned
good sense of humor. Meteorology is his meat.

WILLIAM COURTNEY FAY

AXP

Hartford, Conn.
Genial, friendly guy, Bill is majoring in English. Played freshman and sophomore football; very much interested in record collecting. Also an intra-mural devotee and a faithful Crow-president of the house this year.
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HENRY HAMIL TON FORSTER
Garrison, N. Y.
Quiet, but very friendly after one learns to know him. Hank
graduated from Brooks in North Andover, Mass., went to Harvard for a year before the war and then transferred to Trin. Now
majoring in History.

GLENN SHEWBRIDGE GATELY
Elmhurst, N.

J.

Glenn is a great talker, and certainly proved it as one of the
stars of "Boy Meets Girl", the Jesters' current production. Elected
president of the Jesters. Member of the Senate, and plays on the
Trinity Club's softball team.

MANLEY JUDSON GOODSPEED

L'llill

Fairfield, Conn.
Manley has returned to Trinity after putting some time in as
a Navy pilot. A crack football and baseball player, he was president of his class before entering the service. Loyal Deke, and a
grand guy.

ALFRED LEONARD HELMAN
Hartford, Conn.
We used to see Al's long, lanky form trudging disconsolately
into Professor Dadourian's Math classes. Right now he's on Army
time. Termed as an Eager Beaver in his studies, nevertheless Al
can be a live wire in a bull session.
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LESLIE COTTER HIPSON, JR.
West Hartford, Conn.
Les was also here before the war; back now, he's delving deeply
into things. Is really a bug on this American Government and all
its technicalities. Headquarters at Joe's when not in classes.

JOHN WHITE HUBBARD, JR.
Ridgefield, Conn.

If you're stopped in your tracks by "Got a cigarette?", ten to
one it's John Hubbard. On rare occasions when he isn' t with the
little woman, he sometimes remembers to eat and get a haircut.
A very congenial guy.

JOSEPH ASH JOHNSON
Hartford, Conn.
A married veteran, Joe is a Philosophy major. Like many of
the fellows returning to school, Joe takes his studies seriously.
Prepared at Stratford High School and the Junior College of
Connecticut. Backbone of the choir.

JAMES HALL KINSELLA
Hartford, Conn.
A very versatile person, Jim can do anything from imitating
Hoagy Carmichael at the piano to giving a swell performance on
the stage. Even with his Jestering and other extra-curricular
activities, he's a very conscientious student.
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MARK WISE LEVY
West Hartford, Conn.
Remember that darling chanteuse in the French Play? Mark
really went all out in his dramatic efforts. A member of the
Trinity Club, he is on hand for all their softball contests. Majoring in Economics and History.

ARTHUR EDWIN LORENSON

T.C.C.

Bristol, Conn.
Here's the sparkplug of the Commons Club softball squad.
Art's kept out of mischief by his Engineering courses. Came to
Trinity from Bristol High, but his studies were broken by the
Army. Rated tops in his hangout of Cook A.

JOSEPH ANTHONY LORENZO
Hartford, Conn.
Serious, affable, and ambitious fellow. Works hard, but not too
hard. A pre-med, and really interested in becoming an M.D. Also
has a great interest ·in Psychology and similar courses. A graduate
of Weaver High.

ALFEO HUGO MARZI
New Britain, Conn.
A perennial Dean's List man, Art spends a lot of his time in the
library. Although usually seen with several books under his arm,
Al can cut a mean rug, and has taken a leading part in the new
Discussion Group.
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DOMINIC AUGUSTINE MAULUCCI
Hartford, Conn.
Very friendly and easy to get along with. Dominic graduated
from Hartford High and went to the American International
College, from whence he transferred to Trinity this year and is
majoring in history. Isn't around much, unfortunately.

RICHARD RISLEY McKIN

EY

T.C.C.

Hartford, Conn.
Dick prepared at Bulkeley High, and his original class at Trinity was '42. As so many, was away during the war. Prominent in
ow majoring in
the Commons Club, and in freshman track.
History.

WILLIAM AUGUST MICKELSON
Brooklyn, N . Y.
Bill is an ex-Navy man, who was here at Trin in the V-12.
An Engineering major. Plans to take advantage of the three-year
Rensselaer course. A quiet and reserved person, Bill is steady in
his studies.

WILLIAM OLIVER MINTURN

T.C.C.

Florence, Kansas
Quiet, a bit bashful, but really a swell guy. Comes from the
West, and has that typically friendly manner of the people 'way
out yonder. A darned good representative of the section. A hard
working member of the Commons Club.
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JOSEPH MOLINARI
Windsor Locks, Conn.
The pride of Windsor Locks, Joe could take on a sirloin steak
three times a day, and on ball trips he used to do just that. Scored
that sensational run that tied the game with Mass. State. An
ex-G. I.

JOHN WILLIAM MURPHY
Plainville, Conn.
John came to Trinity from Boston University in 1942. Was
away during the year '43-'44, and is now majoring in Economics.
Quiet, but very friendly.

FREDERICK DAVID NEUSNER
West Hartford, Conn.
Fred came here from Hall High. In his freshman year he was
prominent in Debating-vice-president of the Club. This year, in
addition to hitting the books, Fred has distinguished himself as
an editorial writer for the Tripod.

RICHARD PADDON
North West River, Labrador
Quiet until one learns to know him, when a real spark and wit
is revealed. Maybe all northerners are that way. That's the far
north, son, that is. Hard worker. Was here before the war, and
is now on his last lap.
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VERNON LAWRENCE PETERSON
Newtonville, Mass.
Does anyone know of some rooms for rent? Maybe we could
get Vern back from M.I.T. if we could supply this priceless item.
He wasn't here very long, but he was one of our top Chern majors.

JOHN VOORHEES PRALL
New Brunswick, N.

J.

One of the friendliest and best-liked men on campus. Jack's
been one of the mainstays of this year's IVY. Treasurer of Delta
Phi, where he is an outstanding member. Majoring in Modern
Languages; rooms with the "Monster".

~N

JAMES TIMOTHY PRENDERGAST
Hartford, Conn.

Jim is renowned for his violent activities at Sigma Nu parties.
A lesser field in which his talents come forth is German 2, where
he and Professor Bangs are perpetually in argument. His car is
his haven.

KARL AUGUSTUS REICHE, JR.
Bristol, Conn.
Very friendly; entered Trinity from Bristol High, and is majoring in Engineering. Was here first as a civilian, then with the
Navy. Hard-playing member of the basketball team. Member of
the Medusa, co-editor of the IVY, and a strong Delta Phi.
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ROBERT BROADWAY RICHARDSON
Nevada, Missouri
Bob is back after the war and is really burning up the books.
Hard-worker, but doesn't overdo it. Quiet and conservative, but
good-natured. Good one to have a real serious talk with.

GEORGE HENRY MACLAGAN ROUNTREE

~KE

Mahwah, N . ].
George has finally returned to Trin after a long period of
absence. Has been instrumental in reorganizing the Dekes. Was
on the Soph Hop Committee. Majoring in Economics, where he is
prominent in class discussions. Went to Choate.

FREDERICK PAUL SCHULZE
Windsor, Conn.
A pre-med major, Fred graduated from Hartford High and,
like many others, has done his time in the Army. Quiet and
serious, Fred is an off -cam pus student. We wish we could see
more of him.

EDMUND OSWELL SCHWITTERS
Morristown, N. ].
The campus promoter. Always ready to lead a community sing,
and one of the Trinity laundry tycoons. E. 0 . is noted for his
"small" key chain. Transferred from Pittsburgh U., after spending some time in the American Field Service.
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RICHARD HENRY TAPOGNA
Hartford, Conn.

If you try to say something funny and someone behind you
applies the wet blanket by saying "That's a joke, son", it's
Tapogna. A pre-med, his idea of Physiology differs from that of
Dr. Swan's. Keep up that wit, Dick.

PETER TORREY
Hartford, Conn.
Genial, friendly hard worker, Pete came to Trinity from St.
Andrew's in Delaware, and is workin'g for a B.A. Is a real all
around man. Puts a terrific shot, swims like a fish, and plays
football. President of the Jesters and Medusa member.

DAVID ANTHONY TYLER, JR.
Hartford, Conn.
Now here is a man. A top all-around athlete, Dave excels in
swimming, where he is a New England champ. "Muscles" has
also been a strong figure in track this season. Medusa man, with
a hearty, friendly personality.

JOHN FRANCIS TYLER
Hartford, Conn.
Another of the three Tylers, Jack will be captain of next year's
swimming team. Member of the Medusa, he was recently elected
College Marshall. Quiet and likeable, Jack was a pilot in the
Army Air Corps.
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RICHARD KENNETH WEISENFLUH
Hartford, Conn.
One of the most natural athletes in college. Name the sport
and Dick can play it-but well. He can also be counted on to
come through with a good wise crack, especially in Meteorology
class. Grand guy.

HENRY ROBERT WICKENDEN
Bethel, Conn.
Ex-Army flier, Bob is our specialist in the assembling and fixing of motors. The way he keeps his Maroon Marauder purring
is a wonder to us. Head of Sigma Nu, Bob is a quiet~ brainy
engineering student.

JAMES DAVIES WICKENDEN
Bethel, Conn.
Younger of the two "Wicks". An ardent fisherman, he's no
less handy with a pair of drumsticks than with a fishing pole.
A strong Sigma Nu, Jim studies and plays hard, and strives for
perfection in almost everything.

GEORGE COURTNEY WICKS

A~ <I>

Flushing, N. Y.
A math major whose desire is to teach, George is a prominent
Alpha Delt whose peculiar and particularly satisfying brand of
wit is a campus by-word. Sharp on a dance floor, and a great
singer of ballads.
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JOHN SPRY WILSON

AM>

Winnetka, Ill.
John is a great squash player and campus politician. Frequently
found near the Alpha Delt bar, of which house he is president.
Took a leave of absence during the war; played football, tennis,
and soccer when he was here before. Senator.

MARTIN WISHNIVETSKY
Hartford, Conn.
Member of the Political Science Club and the Trinity Club,
Mart was elected to Pi Gamma Mu this year. A very hard-working
Economics major, who is always trying unsuccessfully to stump
the professors with complicated questions.

CHARLES FRANCIS WITHINGTON
New Haven, Conn.
The New Haven flash-often seen parading in railroad engineer's coveralls. Terrifically dry humorist. That's a joke, son, that
is. Hard and conscientious worker in his academics and also in
his fraternity. President of Delta Phi this year.

EDMOND WOODWARD
Andover, Conn.
Ed transferred here from Clark University, after preparing at
Windham High. Spent a long time in the Army. To many he
probably seems very quiet, but to those who know him he's as
regular as they come.
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JOHN FIELDING WRIGHT
Alabaster, Michigan

John, the boy of the Middle West, first arrived on the Trinity
scene in 1941, after having prepared at Howe Military Academy.
Was in the Army for a while, and came back this year. Majoring
in History.

EDMOND CROCKER KELLEY

LAWRENCE BERNARD MILLI G
New York City, N.Y.

Rockville, Conn.
A gentlemanly Bostonian, Ed is a staunch upholder of the traditions of that city. Quiet, reserved, and very genial underneath, Ed has his
headquarters at the "Hall". Recently ceased
commuting to live on campus.

An old Trinity man, Larry takes about the
toughest courses to be found in college. Despite
his short stature, it is always well to be on his
side in an athletic contest. Works and plays like
a Trojan.

RICHARD EDWARD OXFORD

A~ <I>

New Rochelle, N.Y.
The French play was a good example of Dick's
handiwork with paint brush and canvas. A member of the Naval Air Corps during the war, Dick
is an Alpha Delt, and has house privileges with
the Crows.

WILLIAM RAVENEL PEELLE
Hartford, Conn.
Skipper Bill can really make a dinghy sit up
and talk. Reorganized the Sailing Club soon after
he returned to college. Pleasant and likeable, Bill
came originally from the nation's capitol.
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Anderson, S. J. E.
Antonik, J.
Azarowicz, E. N.
Baker, C. E.
Barry, R. B.
Bestor, R. S.
Bird, J. 0.
Blake, W. H.
Bolland, R.
Bonifazi, S.
Brawley, W. H.
Brown, I. R.
Burk, R. E.
Burns, E. B., Jr.
Butler, E. J.
Buttery, R.N.
Carbone, L.A.
Carlton, J.P.
Carter, D. A.
Cogswell, B. M.
Cohen, M. J.
Cross, R. S.
Crowley, W. G.
Cudworth, R. W.
Dehm, W.C.
Dickinson, E. N., Jr.
Donaldson, R. E.
Durick, R. H.
Ennis, J.
Flint, P. L., Jr.
Flowers, T. R.
Formica, J. R.
Frankel, M.A.
Gariepy, R. E.
Gershman, M. Y.
Gionfriddo, J. R.

Glazier, W. S.
Godlowski, R. J.
Goodspeed, M. J., Jr.
Gordon, W. A., III
Gorman, D. T.
Grant, H. L.
Holljes, H. R. D.
Hooghkirk, J. W.
Husing, G. C.
Jawin, E. H.
Kennedy, A. D.
Lavery, J. S.
LaZarre, G. M.
Leonard, J. F.
Lim, J. T.
Linardos, C. G.
Linardos, G. E.
Lockwood, T. D.
Loveland, H. F.
Lozier, H. M.
Lubin, M.
Luby, J. F.
Manion, J. J., Jr.
Mansfield, G. A.
Martin, W. E.
Martino, G. J.
Mauro, F. R.
McKelvie, C. D., Jr.
Miller, L. R.
Mitchell, S. M.
Monoson, H.
Moor, F. C.
Muir, J. L.
Murphy, W. T., Jr.
Nevins, W. A.
Nirenstein, M. W.

Nourse, H. E.
Oberg, L. R.
Page, J. H.
Peseux, E. E., Jr.
Piastro, M., Jr.
Platt, E. C., II
Podrove, L.
Poliner, I. J.
Quinn, J.P.
Rector, W. B.
Redden, J. J.
Robertson, T. W.
Robinson, W. T.
Roby, T. W.
Rockwell, H. L.
Roedel, P. 0., Jr.
Sandler, H. R.
Sanseverino, G. D.
Savitsky, H.
Senatro, F. J., Jr.
Simpson, W. P.
Singletary, J. T.
Singer, W.
Sitarz, E. F.
Strongin, J. W.
Teichmann, F. J.
Thomas, J. H.
Tuck,R.D.
Tweedy, J. M.
Walmsley, A. E.
Weitzel, G. B.
Werner, H. M.
Winter, R. J.
Wood, R. F.
Zajicek, G. F., Jr.
Ziegra, L. R., Jr.
Zimmerman, F., Jr.
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JJe Class
Alexander, D. D.

Davis, R. 0.

Hamilton, R. C., III

Andrian, J. C.

den Tex, K.

Hannon, J. J. F.

Antonoff, D. R.

Donnelly, G. P.

Hansel, E. M.

Armstead, G.

Duerr, W. G.

Hart, W. S., Jr.

A us tin, F. M.

Edsall, S. C.

Hartzmark, A. K.

Beattie, R. S.

Elam, B. R., Jr.

Hasselback, W. F., II

Barnett, W. G.

Elovitz, G. I.

Heistand, J. T.

Beisel, R. H.

Erickson, H. G.

Holbrook, F.

Benham, R. J., Jr.

Farrell, J. D.

Hollis, E. A.

Berger, H. R.

Fazi, P. F.

Horan,K. F.

Bornside, G. H.

Ferguson, J. R.

Howard, A. L.

Bowden, R. D.

Fink, F. G.

Howell, J. F.

Bowman, R. C.

Fors, G. P.

Johnson, R. F.

Boyle, R. H.

Furey, J. E. F.

Julavitz, J. J.

Bray, J. J.

Ga~ensky,

Katz, E. J.

Brieant, C. H.

Gilbert, W.

Kearney, E. T., Jr.

Bryngi, V. F.

Gillette, W.

Keeney, H. N., Jr.

Bull, F. K., II

Ginszauskas, J. J.

Kelly, E. T.

Burton, D. R.

Goodrich, H. K.

King, A. W.

Carey, W. H., Jr.

Goodwin, L. W.

Kowalski, F. J.

Casey, H. S., Jr.

Gordon, R. J., Jr.

Krinsky, A.

Chrekjian, G. P.

Gorman, W. V.

Lakow, G. J.

Church, 0. K., Jr.

Grace, A. G., Jr.

Lambert, D. M. F.

Cohen, W.M.

Grace, D. H.

Lambert, J.

Connor, T. R.

Grady, W. E., Jr.

Lawler, J.P.

Conran, R. W.

Greenberg, L. E.

Learned, H. G.

Cook, E. C.

Griffin, J. F.

Lecour, W. V.

Cooper, L. S.

Gunning, J. G.

Linely, H. A.

Cotter, W. R.

Guttenplan, A. I.

Littell, J. F.

Crosier, P. J.

Hajek, A. J.

Loegering, J. R.
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M. H.

of 1949
Loppert, J. V.

Patch, G. W.

Smith, T. D.

Luscomb, C. E., Jr.

Perry, J.P.

Snead, H. S., Jr.

Mahoney, F. J.

Pierce, D. B.

Snow, R. C.

Malkin, R. E.

Preli, L. F.

Snyder, H. L.

Malmfeldt, J. F.

Pricopoulos, J. W.

Spencer, C. P.

Maradie, L. J., Jr.

Race, F. H., Jr.

Stebbins, A. B.

Marggraff, H. D., Jr.

Ransom, J. F., Jr.

Stedman, R. S.

Marshall, R. A.

Rausch, R. G.

Steinfeld, N.

Marte, P.R.

Ramaker, R.

Stevens, D. E.

Martin, C. E.

Reed, R. H.

Stoezel, W. L.

Martino, F. P.

Reynolds, G. W.

Strother, J. A.

Mastropietro, F. S.

Reynolds, W. H.

Styles, D. F.

May,L. W.

Rice, T. F., Jr.

Summers, G. S.

McDonald, A. S.

Rich, R. L.

Taylor, J. W.

McGaw, D. B.

Riley, C. H.

Tenney, C. I.

Michaud, A. H.

Riter, T. J.

Thibeault, A. E.

Michno, E. A.

Robinson, C. E., Jr.

Tinsley, W. W., II

Mitchell, M. C.

Rogers, S. F., Jr.

Turkington, S. J., Jr.

Mueller, F. W., Jr.

Rosen, M. M.

Tyler, R. B.

Murray, E. A.

Roth, H. A.

Twichell, G. C.

Norman, R. J.

Sanford, J. W., Jr.

Van Strander, P. F.

Norton, C. F.

Sarles, R. W.

Vibert, J. W.

Nott, F. A., III

Saums, J. A.

Vibert, 'P. L.

Nurge, H. C., Jr.

Scharff, T. G.

Weitzel, R. W.

O'Connell, H. V.

Schollhamer, F. R.

Williams, J. C.

Ogden, J. T.

Schorr, D. E.

Williams, R. G., Jr.

Paddock, A. R.

Schroeder, W. J.

Wilson, D. I.

Paine, R. B., Jr.

Sherlock, P. J.

Winston, F. G., III

Parke, C. G.

Simonian, G.

Wood,R.A.

Partynski, F. J.

Simons, W. L., Jr.

Young, P. C.

Smith, S. E.

,
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The staff wishes to thank for their help Mr. Peter S. Gurwit
of the Jahn and Oilier Co., the Hartford Courant, the Hartford
Times, the officials of Trinity College, Dr. Shepard for the use of
parts of his Centennial Hymn, and the many other people who
have worked to make this IVY possible.
To you graduates and friends of Trinity, a sincere greeting;
to you men staying here, good luck and a pleasant year; and to
those of you who are leaving, so long, and God speed.

Exalt our love, make strong for good
The bonds of our broad brotherhood
Our names will fade. EternallJJ
Endures the name of Trinity.
Page eighty-eight

ADVERTISERS
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<J~...
for giving us the privilege of taking your pictures. If we can be of service to you again, please
come in and see us.

PHOTOREFLEX
STUDIO
5th Floor

--·-G. FOX~CO
ESTAI LIS HE D 184 7

TELEPHO NE 2· 51 51
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·PRINTING AND BOOK BINDING
The printing business offers a fine opportunity to young men
with intelligence, enthusiasm and vigor.

--·-co.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD and BRAINARD
85 Trumbull Street

Hartford, Conn.
Established 1836
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TRINITY DRUG CO.

•

1284 Broad Street

LOWRY & JOYCE

•

OPTICIANS
43 Asylum Street

Headquarters
For All Trinity Supplies
Complete Luncheonette Service
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Hartford

Connecticut

•
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COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF

Charles C. Good rich

Greater New York

Insurance Broker

Taxpayers Ass' n.

Tel. 7-3764
125 Trumbull St.

Hartford
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31 Union Square West

New York
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VICTORY LAUNDRY
173-175 Affleck Street
HARTFORD, CONN.

Ed Schwitters
F,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,....

Agents on Campus:
Tom Gorman

Boots Holljes
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THE J. A. MOYLAN DAIRY
MILK- CREAM
NEWINGTON, CONN .
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COMPLIMENTS OF

HARTFORD FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Hartford, Conn.

50 Lewis Street
111111 11 1111111111111111111111111111111
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START EVERY DAY RIGHT
With

THE HARTFORD COURANT
America's Oldest Newspaper in Continuous Circulation
Connecticut's "Most Valued" Newspaper
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~

~

THE

D. F. BURNS co.

COMPLIMENTS OF

ALLEN, RUSSELL,

Meats Groceries
and Provisions
Home Made Bakery Products
and Vegetables in Season

& ALLEN
Insurance Agents
31 Lewis St.

Hartford

lllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltli

654-660 Park St.
Phones 2-3165 - 2-3166
HARTFORD, CONN.
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SLOSSBERG'S, INC.

CAMPUS SHOP

Established 1919

Clothiers - Tailors
Haberdashers - Importers

STERLING PRESS

Cor. Broad and Vernon Sts.
HARTFORD, CONN.

Specializing in
College Undergraduates
Will Find in Our

SCHOOL PRINTING

young Men's Department

284 Asylum St., Corner Ann St.

Suits -Topcoats
Custom Made Clothes
Sport Coats and Slacks
and Furnishings

HARTFORD, CONN.

~
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COMPLIMENTS OF
COMPLIMENTS OF

w.

THOMAS SHAFFER,

Inc.

HART

BUICK COM PANY

Plumbing and Heating
Contractors

59 Farmington Ave.
HARTFORD, CONN.

49 Pearl St.
HARTFORD, CONN.

II
-
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THE HEUBLEIN HOTEL

--·-The Favorite Meeting Place of Trinity
Men the Past Sixty Years
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~
THE HUBERT DRUG CO.
The threat against the Hubert Drug by Hitler and Co. has been
met swiftly and firmly by the class of 1946. Many thanks.
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C. H. DRESSER AND SON, INC.
''Fine Woodwork Since 1880"
287 Sheldon St.

Hartford, Conn.
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COMPLIMENTS
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COMPLIMENTS OF

ERNEST PETERSON

OF

Sheet Metal and Roofing

A FRIEND

1830 Broad St.

- .1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;
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•
THE ROUND TABLE
Restau rant - Cockta il Lo u nge - Men's Ba r
15 Asylum Street

Hartford, Connecticut

•
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A. C. PETERSEN FARMS
ICE CREAM . BAR
240 Park Road

West Hartford

• • •
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CLAPP & TREAT, Inc.
Opp. Old State House
HARTFORD, CONN.

THE GARDE HOTEL

*

The Convention Centre of
New England

Headquarters for
SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Cocktail Lounge - Restaurant
Entertainment

Fishing Tackle - Tents
and Camping Equipment

Asylum at High Street
HARTFORD, CONN.

Outdoor Clothing and Footwear
Swim Trunks
Old Colony Canoes
Cape Cod Sail Boats
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FULLER

The Tracy, Robinson
and Williams Co.

BRUSHES FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

281 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn.

Hardware - Mill Supplies
Guns and Ammunition

Personal
Household
Industrial

Distributors for Delta Woodworking
Machinery

THE FULLER BRUSH
COMPANY
~artford,

Yale and Towne Hardware
Over a Century in Business

Connecticut

49 Pearl Street

Tel. 2-7213

Phone 2-3870
llllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll l lllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllll l lllllllllllllil l llllllllllllll~l
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Greasing and Washing
24-Hour Repairing and
Towing Service

ARMORY GARAGE
252 Broad Street
Telephones: 2-0195-2-0196

-
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COMPLIMENTS OF

ARTHUR
DRUG STORE
202 Farmington A venue
Hartford

Open Day and Night
Expert Electrical Work

-
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Never Closed
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1785

1946

171 Years Old

THE SISSION DRUG

co.

729 Main Street
Hartford, Conn.

Paints and Lubricating Oils

Drugs and Chemicals
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Established 1847

THE ROURKE ENO PAPER

co.

PAPER
of Every Description
Hartford

Connecticut
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SAGE ALLEN
Hartford

When It's Time to Think of
Flowers

Compliments of

A
Remember that Sage-Allen's
Flower Shop is always at your
service. Whether it's a bou-

FRIEND

tonniere or a bouquet
Just telephone 2-7171.
Florist Shop

Main Floor
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•
COMPLIMENTS OF

THE EDWARD BALF CO.

•
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•
COMPLIMENTS OF

THE CONNECTICUT COMPANY

•
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C. G. BOSTWICK
Roofing and Sheet Metal Work
Caulking, Waterproofing, and Asphalt Floors
Skylights, Ventilators, etc.
Hartford, Connecticut

41 Francis Avenue
11 1111111 1 11 1111111111111 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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COMPLIMENTS OF

BALDWIN-STEWART ELECTRIC CO.
Electric Engineers and Contractors
Hartford, Connecticut

210 Pearl Street
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THE ARROW LINE
Quality Book and Publication
Printers Since 1905

•
Hartford

•

Hartford, Conn.

Albany

Providence

Hartford

THE BOND PRESS
94 Allyn Street

Pittsfield

•
Cor. Ann and Asylum Sts.
Tel. 5-5879
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A Hartford Institute

J. LYON & SONS

Serving Hartford Merchants

Plumbing and Heating
Contractors

SWIFT'S COAT, APRON
and TOWEL SUPPLY CO.

97 Edwards St.

191 Franklin Ave.

Hartford

COATS, APRONS, AND
TOWELS
FOR BUSI NESS USE

•
CONTRACTORS
For Ogilby Hall

Telephone Day or Night
Days 7-7334

.

-

Other Times 2-4426
5-5531
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For the Trinity Man Who Remains
Or the Man that Goes into the Business or Professional World,
Smart and Authentic Ideas in Men's Apparel Are Always Available at

THE WARNER & BAILEY CO.
Since 1882

"AUTHENTIC MEN'S APPAREL"

r. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
140 Trumbull Street

-

-
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THE HARVEY & LEWIS CO.
OPTICIANS
PHOTO SUPPLIES
852 Main Street

Hartford, Conn.
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~~JAHN

g OlliER AGAIN''

The slogan that's 1ac1ed 1y genuine goodness in
quality and service, the result of 43 years successful
experience in the yearbook field.
We find real satisfaction in pleasing you, the yearboo I~ publisher, as well as your photographer and
your printer.

JAHN

~

OLLIER ENGRAVING CO.

Makers of Fine Printing Plates for Black or Color
Commercial Artists - Photographers
. 817 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, ILL
Page one hundred thr ee

Printed By

BENTON REVIEW PUB. CO.,
In corpora ted

Fowler, Ind.
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